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Preface

     A C02 laser is one of the most feasible energy drivers

which can be used for an inertial confinernent fusion reaetor

because of its high energy conversion efficiency and high
                                       'repetition rate. In this thesis, the studies on developing

a high power C02 laser system are described, to which the

author has contributed in the Tnstitute of Laser Engineering

of Osaka University.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.l C02 lasers as an energy driver for an inertial

     confinernent fusion

     For an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) by pellet

implosion, where a large arnount of energy must be injected

into the fuel pellet before the fuel dissipated outwards,

the energy drivers must satisfy the following conditions.

(l) The output energies rnust be large (rvlOO kJ for Break-

even, r'vl MJ for reactor). (2) Their peak powers should be

high (tVIOO TW). (3) The pulse duration must be as short .

as the implosion time of pellet. {4) A high S/N (signal to

noÅ}se ratio) is reguired not to heat the fuel before the

injection of the main laser pulse. (5) The focussability

must be excellent to obtain high power density. (6) The

transport efficiency frorn the driver to the pellet must be

high. As to a practical ICF reactor, the Åíollowing two

conditions must be satisfied in addition to the above-

mentioned conditions. (7) The conversion efficiency from

the electric input energy to the laser output energy of the

driver must be hÅ}gh. (8) High repetition rate can be

                            'obtained.
                                                       '
     Several energy drivers have been developed, such as

glass lasers, C02 laserst relativistic electron bearns, light

ion bearns, and heavy ion beams. From the view point of the

focussability and transport, lasers have by far the best

performanee arnong them. Another advantage is that they can

easily produce short pulses with desired pulse shape for the

pellet Å}mplosion, because a high power laser system is
                                                        '
constructed by the cornbination of an oseil!ator stage with
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an ampiifier stage. Because of these two advantages,

lasers have been considered to be the best energy drivers

for an inertial confinement fusion. •
     Glass lasers are' the most advanced high power ones.

OptÅ}cal materials and cornponents have been developed for the

wavelength of the giass lgsers. The bawrence Livermore

Laboratory has constructed a 10 kJ - 1 ns (nanosecond> laser

system,(Shiva), and a 100 kJ - 1 ns iaser systern (Nova) is

under development. In the Institute of Laser Engineering

(ILE) of Osaka University, a 20 kJ - 1 ns laser systern

(GekkoXfi} is in course of construction and implosion

experiments are being made by a 2 kJ - 1 ns laser system

(Gekko TV). [Vhe giass lasers have several disadvantages in

using in the practical XCF reactor. The efficiency (conversion

efficiency from the electric input energy to the laser

output energy) is low. High repetition rate can not be

obtained due to the low eooling rate of the glass rods.

     The C02 laser is the rnost feasÅ}ble laser which can

overcome these difficulties. Energy conversion efficiency

of more than IO 9. can be obtained because of their high

pumping efficiency by optimized diseharge through laser

media. Repetition rate of more than 1 pps can be obtained.

In the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, a 100 kJ - 1 ns C02

laser system (Antares) is under development, and a 10 kJ--l
                                                           '
ns laser system (Helios) has recently been used Eor implosion

experiments. In ILE, a IO kJ -1 ns laser system (LekkoVur)

is under construction, and a1 kJ -1 ns iaser system (Lekko I)

is operating for irnplosion experiments and laser-plasma

interactlon expernments.

              '
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1.2 C02 laser fundamentals

                                                          '     Carbon dioxide is a linear symmetric molecule which has

an axis of syrnmetry and a plane of symmetry perpendicular to

the axis. There are three normal modes of vibrationt Ylt iL12

andY3t as shown in Fig.1-1. For every mode of vibration,

there exists a set of vibrational energy levels as shown in

Fig.1-2. Among these low-lying vibrational levels, C.K.N.

Patel found laser transitions from the (OOI) !eve! to the
                                             '(100) and (020) levels which are described by

     '
     C02(OOI)- C02(IOO) + hY(10.4 pm) l-Å}
     C02(OOI)) C02(020) ÅÄ hV(9.4 prn) 1-2

                                             '     For each vibrational stateithere exists a set of rotational

leve!s. The population N j of the various rotational levels

can be described by the Boltzmann distribution as

     Nj C)L Nt(heB/kT) (2J+1)exp[-BJ(J+1)hc/kT] l-3

where Nt is the population density of totaZ rotational

levels, h is the Plank constant, c is the velocity of

light, B is the rotational constant, k is the Bo!tzmann

constant, T is the translational temperature of gas, and J is

the rotationaÅ} quantum number. Only odd rotational numbers

are permitted for the upper laser levels and only even

rotational numbers are allowed for the lower laser levels.

Between these two rotational levels, laser transitions

occur and only the transitions of AJF lrl ean be allowed.
     L                             '  '
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Laser transitions with zlLJ=1 and A J=-1 are named P branch

and R branch respectively. Fig.l-3 gives a detailed transition

diagram for !aser transitions of both P and R branches of

the IO.4 pm and 9.4 ym bands. The therrnal distribution of

the rotational leveis in the (OOI) upper vibrational !evel for
            -l              and T=400 K is shown in Fig•l-4. The JmaxB=O.38714 cm

at which N. has the maximum value is obtained from the
          ]
eguation l-3 and is given by

              Jmax = i [(2kT/hcB)EL-l] 1-4

In an ordinary C02 laser in which the temperature of the

laser rnedium is about 400 K, Jmax is l9, so the P(20) line

has the largest gain. The main feature oE the C02 laser

is that the quantum energy exsists in the upper vibrational

level being distributed over several rotational levels,

which affect the characteristics of the C02 laser oscillations

and amplifications, especially in short pulse operation of

ns.

     Based upon consideration of optScal energy storage,

electrical pumping has been found to be the most efficient

and scalable process. In electrically pumped C02 lasers,

the upper levels are excited by inelastic electron-molecule

collisions. The process is represented by

     C02(OOO) + e(lk))C02(>1, P2, P3 ) 1-5

where (OOO) indicates the ground state and e k is the

electron energy. The excitation rate of the various levels

                            5
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is a strong function of electron energy, which in turn

depends upon the ratio of discharge electric tield to laser
                            'pressure, E/P.
            '

1.3 High power C02 laser systems

     In this section, a high power C02 laser system "Lekko-Z

" is described, which has been developed and constructed in

the C02 laser dSvision of ILE. In general, a laser amplification

system consists of three stages. The first stage is the

oscillator stage, where the short pulses are produced. The

second is the preamplifier stage. The third is the main

amplifier stage, where the laser beam is saturation-amplified

to extract the stored energy as rnuch as possible. The

"Lekko-ll " systern is shown in Fig.l-5. A train of short

pulses havSng a pulse width of A- l ns in the FWHM ( full

width at half maximum) is produced by a modelock oscillator,

and one of them is sliced out by an electro-optic shutter.
At the exit of the shutter, s/N of tv lo4 can be obtained.

The energy and diameter of the laser pulse are -vl mJ and Ai

O.8 cm respectively. It is amp!ified by Preamp.1 and

Prearnp.2. Both consist of several transversely excited

atmospheric (TEA) C02 lasers, and the tota! length oÅí the

active gas is 300 cm. At the exit of Preamp.2, the energy

and the beam dÅ}arneter are tvlOO mJ and rtv2.5 em respectively.

The !aser beam is expanded by a confocal mirror pair (U.G.-3)

and an off-axial mirror pair (B.E.) to be 10 cm in diameter,

and ainp!ified by the tina! preamplifier (Arnp.2) to be x'v 5 J

in energy. S/N decreases by saturation-amplification,

                              7
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therefore saturable absorber gas cel!s (S.A.-1 tNS.A.-5) are

placed in the suitable places in the amplÅ}fier chain. The

final amplifier is an electron beam controlled C02 laser
         'amplifier having a three path optics to obtain saturation-

amplitications. Bearn dÅ}ameter at the final path is 20 cm.

The total gas pressure can be increased upto 2 atrn. The

final output energy of 200 J/bearn having a pulse width of l

ns was obtained, when the oscillation line was the P(20)
                                               'line in the 10.4 pm band, the total gas pressure was 1.2

atm, and E/P was 6.25 kV/cm atm. For mu!tiline arnplification,

the output energy of 400 J/beam can be expected.
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Chaptex 2 Study on an ultra short pulse multiline

C02 laser oscillator

2.1 rntroduction

     ln short pulse energy extraction from a C02 laser
                                                          '                                               'amplifier, multiline double-band oscillation and amplification
          'are neÅëessary in order to extract the stored energy efficiently

from the amplifier. rn this chapterJ characteristics of

rnultiUne doub!e-band oscillation using a gain-Q-switching

TEA (transversely excited atmospheric) C02 laser oscillator

and a modelock TEA C02 laser oscillator are described.

     Several methods have been reported to obtain multiline

double-band oscillations from a C02 laser oscil!ator at
                                          1atmospheric pressure. Inter-cavity etalon, high-gain
osciiiation systems,2 inter-cavity gaseous absorber rnethods,3'4
                                        '                                                            'and double-cavity method using a grating,5 have been studÅ}ed.

In this experimentr simultaneous oscillatÅ}ons up to nine

lines were obtained by placing an etalon perpendicular to
                                    a)the optical axis of a gain-Q-switching                                       TEA laser oscillator

and varying the etalon thickness. Pulse widths of these

gain-Q-switching rnultiline oscil!ations are 50tvlOO ns in

the FWHM (full width at half maximum). :n a high power

short pulse C02 laser amplification systern, short pulses are

cut out from these gain-Q-switching pulses by an electro-

a) The C02 laser has a high
   a very fast risetime.
   can be obtained wSthout
   bleachable dye cell and

 small signal gain coefficient having
Therefore, Q-switching oscillatÅ}ons
using any optical components such as a
an electro-optic shutter.

ll



optic gate.' Recent!yi E.J. McLellan and J.F. Mgueira6 have

succeeded in producing ultra short pulses as short as 90 ps

in the FWHM.

     Modelocking rnethod Å}s also a suitable way to generate

a very short pulse with high power. Several works have
been done in the area of generating a short pulse7'8and

also in the area of making a multiline rnodelock pulse.9'10

But the detailed characteristics of the multiline osciliation

were not demonstrated especially for the modelock oscillation.

Tn this chapter, the characteristics of the modelock rnultiline
          'oscÅ}llation using an acousto-optic modulator and a TEA C02

laser are described.
                   '                  '

2.2 Multiline ain -Q-switchin oscillation

     The experirnental arrangernent is shown in Mg.2-1. A

TEA C02 laser was used. The length of the active gas was

600 rnm. The curvature of the Au-coated mirror was 4000 mm                                                           '
and the output mirror was Ge flat with polished and AR

(anti-reflection) coated surfaces. The srnall signal gain

was 3.4 g/cm in the 10.4 ym band P(20) line. Kodac Irtran

NO.2 wgs used as an etalon to obtain multilÅ}ne oscillations.

The thickness, the refractive index, and the surface reflectivity

were 3.l5 mm, 2.19 (for the 10.4 ,ymt band P(20) line), and i2
  '
g, respectively.

     Two methods were tested for changing the etalon thickness:

(a) placing the etalon in the cavity perpendicularly to the

optical axis and moving it to the direction perpendicular to
                      '
that axis (the etalon had a slight taper, so the thickness

along the optical axis was changed by this motion); (b)

12
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placing the etalon in the cavity perpendicularly to the

optical axis and tilting the etaZon around an axis perpendicular

to the optical axis. The number and the intensity of the
                         'laser oscillation lines were observed using a C02 spectrurn

anaiyzer (Laser Engineering Znc.). Method (a) was superior

in reproducibility and stability. Seven oscillation lines

P(14), PQ6), P(18), P(20), R<14), R(16), and R(18) in the

IO.4 ]am band observed by the spectrum analyzer at the exit

of the oscillator were compared with the.theoreticaZ etalon
                                                         '      tdtransmission curves. Very good agreements between the
    '
theory and the experimental results were obtained.

     Fig.2-2 shows the variatÅ}on of the oscillation lines as

a function of the thickness of the etalon. Considering the
                                  tt
transmission oi each line for the etalon thickness between

3140 prn and 3160 pm, the O pm point on the upper horizontal

scale was chosen to be 3144.5 22m. Fig.2-2 also shows that

the selection of the oscillation lines can be explained by

the theoretical transrnission of the eta!on. The effects of
                                                 'line cornpetition were observed between the P(14) line and

the R(l2) line, and between the P(l8) line and the R(16)

Zine which had the same upper rotational levels (J=13 and

J=17, respectively). When the P(14} line and the P(18)

line appeared, the oscillations of the R(12) line and the

R(16) line were suppressed.

2.3 MultiÅ}ine rnodelock osciiiation
                                              '                                                   11,Z2,13     There are two kinds of methods in modelocking,

namely passive modelocking and active modelocking. The

former uses saturable absorbers such as a p-type germanium

14
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which was investigated aiming to get ultra short pulses from
a' high pressure co2 laser oscinator.8 in the active

modelocking7there are two kinds of methods. One is the

acousto-optic rnodelocking methodt where the dÅ}ffraction loss
               'induced by the acoustic standing wave in a gerrnanium cristal
  '
is used to modulate a laser oscillation, and the other is
                                                      'the injection modelocking rnethod where a laser oscillator is
                                      'modulated by injecting an external cw (continuous wave) C02

laser beam into the laser cavity.

     The characteristics of modelocking by an acousto-

optical Ge modulator in the cavity had been investigated in

detaÅ}1 to get reliable performance and srnooth gaussian
                                        14pulses of transform 1Å}mit of gain media. :n this sectione

the characteristics of multiline rnodelock oscillation using

a Brewster angle acousto-optic modulator are described.

     The experimental setup is shown in Fig.2-3. A Brewster

angle Ge modulator was used for modelocking, which was

driven at the frequency of/v20 MHz. The optical cavity was

forrned by a fully reflecting Au coated mirror with 5 rn

radius of curvature and an 89 2 reflecting Ge flat rnirror

with the cavity length of 3.75 rn. Active volume of a TEA

C02 laser was 2crn>(2crnX60cm. The discharge capacitor of

O.1 pF was charged to 30 kV. Mixing ratio of the laser gas

WaS C02:N2:He = 1:1:3. An NaCl plate was placed in the

cavity as an etalon, whose parallelness and thickness were

15" and 5110Å}5 lam respectively. It could be tilted

around the axis perpendicular to the cavÅ}ty axis as shown in

Fig.2-3. The tilted angle e , the angle between the cavity

axis and the plane norrnal of the etaion, was chosen to be rv

16
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loO, rv4oO, and rv50e to vary the finesse of the etalon. ..The

osciUation spectrurn was measured by an Opt. Eng. C02 laser

Spectrurn Analyzer. The wave forrn was measured by a Rofin's

hot hole detector (rise-time : 200 ps) connected to a 1 GHz

oscilloscope (Tektronix 7104). The risetirne of the detection
                                               'system can be estimated to be tv400 ps. The ambient temperature
                            .t '                                                     'was kept to be 20Å}O.50C.
     Oscillation characteristics for"e.ivi8, e-A-t48, and e=soO

    '
are shown in Fig.2-4, Fig.2--5, and Fig. 2--6 respectively.

Open circles denote the operations of the gain-Q-switching

oscillations obtained without operating the acousto-optic

modulator. Black circles denote the operations of modelock

oscillations. Both showed the same oscÅ}11ation characteristics

for each tilted.angle of the etalon. For the oscillation

lines of the P branch, the P(20) line has the widest angular

range of oscillation and the P(l4) line has the narrowest.

The angular ranges where more than 3 simultaneous osciliations

                             ooocould be obtained were 'vO.04, tvO.02i, and tv O.O07 fore :-
loO, etY4oO, and er-V500 respectively. They. decreased as the

finesse of the etalon increased.

     In this sectionl normalized effective cavity gain G(J,e)

including the transrnission of the etalon was introduced, to

explain the rnultiline oscillation characteristics, which is

given by

         G(J,e) = T(J,e)exp{[g(J)-g(19)]•L} 2-1

where T(J,e) Å}s the transmission of the etalon for the
                                                 'rotational quantum number J at the etalon tilted angie e.

18
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g(J) is the srnall signal gain coefficient for the lÅ}ne of

the rotational quantum number J. L is the active gas
                            'medÅ}um length. WÅ}thout inserting the etalon in the cavityi

the oscillation occurred at the P(20) line, which had the

highest srnall signal gain over all the rotational lines.

It was measured to be 3 e-./cm by another experirnent. The

effective cavity gain G(J,e) for several rotational lines

is shown on the lower half in Fig.2-4, Fig.2-5,and Fig.2-6

as a function of the tilted angle e. The oscillation

occurred simultaneously when G(J,e ) for each line becarne

approximately the sarne value.

     Stabil'ity and reproducibility of the modelock oscillatÅ}on

were measured at e = 50.0670 where the angular range of the

rnultiline oscillation was the narrowest. Oscillation lines

were the P(20), P(18), and P(14) lines in the IO.4 pm band.

For at least 2 hoursi perfect reproducibility of modelock

rnultiline oscillations was obtained.

     The pulse width 'Z p(FWHM) and the risetime 'Ur(IOO-o to

909o) were measured by a Tektronix 7104 oscilloscope and a

Rofin's hot hole detector. The averaged pulse width of 890Å}

70 (standard deviation) ps was obtained for the single line

                                                 'operation .

     A typical waveform of the single line modelock oscUlation

is shown in Fig.2-7. According to the theory fior a steady

state Abd (amplitude modulation) modelocking of a homogeneously
                                                         15broadened laser developed by D.J. Kuizenga and A.E. Siegman ,

a minimum pulse wÅ}dth 'Zfpt obtaÅ}ned by such a laser is given

by
             tupt= !Illiill2 gi4y,(t..iAÅí)YZ ' 2-2
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where f and Af are the modulation freguency and the band
       m                                  'width the gain spectrum respectively. g and em are the

saturatiQn round-trip amplÅ}tude gain of the laser medium and
                                  'the depth of modulation, and determined by g=ln(l/R) and

T(t)==cos(6msin27t,frnt) respectively. '
R: efEective(power) reflection of a mirror including all

    cavity losses.

T(t): amplitude transmission through the modulator.
                                                          'Af was calculated to be 3.64Å~lo9 Hz fox the laser gas mixture

                    Å}6Of C02:N2:He = 1:1:3e ernand g are calculated to be 1.16

and O.223 respectively using T(t)==O.4 and R=O.8. Substituting
em=lel6, g=Oe223t fm=2.0Å~lo7, and •f=3.64Å~lo9 tnto the

equation 2-2, - )                  becomes 887 ps which coincides with the                pt
experimentaÅ} result. For the rnultiline oscillation, sÅ}ngle

envelope modelock pulses were obtained, whose t Z pand 'orr

were 980Å}40 ps and 660Å}50 ps respectively. The rninimum

pulse width of 730 ps was obtained as an exceptionff which

was by far the naryowest ainong the others and did not have a

gaus$ian shape as shown in Fig 2-8. Such pulse shape is

considered to appear when the modulation frequency differs

slightly from the optical resonator ftquency.

     rn conclusion, it has been demonstrated that (1) a

stable modelock multUine operation of a TEA C02 iaser was

obtained, (2) output spectrum was controZled by an etalon

and the osciUation characteristics wesce explained by

introducing the effective cavity gain, and (3) waveforms of

the rnodelock oscillation were measured by a fast response

detection system. It was also shown that using an active

modelock oscillator of a TEA C02 laser, averaged pulse width
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Fig.2-7. A typical waveform of the single 1ine modelock osci11ation.

Fig.2-8. The

with

waveform of

 the pulse

 the single line

width of 730 ps

 osci11ation

in the FWHM.

1aser pulse
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of 89o ps was obtained which coincided with the theoretical

estimation assuming a steady state AM modelock operation of

                                                  'a homogeneously broadened laser.

2.4 Surnmary
     !n this chapterJ characteristics of rnultiline oscillation

using inter-cavity etalon were described for gain-Q-switching

oscillations and acousto-optic modelock oscillations.
                                    'Multiline oscillation characteristÅ}cs for rnodelock oscillations

were explained perfectly by using the total cavity gain

including both the loss of the inter--cavity etalon and the

gain of the active medium, as well as for gain-Q-switchÅ}ng

oscillations. It was shown that stabZe modelock multiline

oscÅ}11ations could be obtained for long time. It was shown

that subnanosecond pulses could be obtained for an acousto-

optic modelocking of a TEA C02 laser•
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Chaper 3. Study on an injection rnultiline oscillation

3.1 !ntroduction

     Recently, the technigue of pulse shaping has been developed
                                     'and it has become possible to slice a single pulse having a

duration of subnanosecond and a risetime of about a hundred
                       '      '               'picoseconds from a gpin-Q-switching TEA C02 laser.l Especially

in the aspect of a risetime7it exceeds the rnodelock oscillation

using a TEA C02 laser whose risetime is lindted by a frequency

bandwidth of the laser mediurn. The pulses generated by gain-

Q-switching osciilation of a .TEA C02 laser generally exhibit

a sharply spiked substructure produced by beating between a

number of simultaneously oscillating longitudinal cavity

modes. Mode seiection or freguency control of oscillation

is required to get smooth output pulse$ from which ns pulses

are sliced out by a pulse shaping system.

     The line control of a mu!tiline osciUation is also

required to the oscillator in a high power C02 laser system

to improve the system efficieney in ns pulse arnplification.

In the previous chaptert the multiline oscillation characteristics

of a gain-Q-switching TEA C02 laser using an etalon plate
were described. An injection technique2 is one of the

feasible methods to obtain desired rnulti!ine oscillations

and to control the oscillation mode simultaneously with high

stability or reproducibility of operation.

     Injection techniques, where a low power cw (continuous

wave) injection sÅ}gnal can eontrol a high power pulsed

oscillator by injecting it Å}nto the resonator of the pulsed
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oscUlator during excitation, have been studied in the area
                       2of microwave resonators. !n the area of TEA C02 iaser

oscillatorst several works have been done to force its longitudinal

rnode to that of the injection cw C02 laser (frequency !ockÅ}ng)

or to force the rotational transition Zine to that of the
injection laser (line locking). J.L. Lachambre, et al.3

showed that the frequency-locking zone, where the oscillation

frequency of a high power TEA C02 laser could be locked to

that of a master injection cw C02 laser, could not be found,

even though they used the experimental apparatus having 3

MHz resolution which corresponds to the detuning angle of
o.o3'TC. J.R. Izatt, et al.4 showed that single-rnode TEA-

C02 laser pulses could be produced on a large nurnber of

lines in the P and R branches of both laser bands by injecting

a few watts of cw C02 laser power, and simuitaneous single-

rnode pulses on the P(18) and P(20) lines of the ZO.4 prn band

could be also produced by operating cw laser beams on both

!ines simultaneously. rn their experirnents, no iength

stabilization and frequency matching of the two resonators were

required, which was expected to be necessary by the experimental

result obtained by J.L. Lanchamber, et al. B.Gellert, et
al.5 showed the polarization, as wezl as laser oscillation

lines, could be forced by a master cw injection signal.

Also in their experiments, length stabilization or frequency

matching was not required.

     !n this chapter, injection oscillation characteristics

for severai rotational transitions are described as a

function of an injection laser power level and a detuning

angle between the cw injection oscUlator and a TEA C02
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laser oscillator. A power spectrum

to measure energy fraction of each
                       '

3.2 Experiment and discussion

 analyzer was developed

line Å}n rnultiline operations,

     The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.3-1. The

rnaster oscillator was a line--tunable cw C02 laser ( NEC GLG

2048 ) with a cavity length oftvl.3 m delivering TEM                                                  oo
output of severa! hundreds milliwatts in single longitudinal

rnode into the TEA laser. The direction of polaxization of

the master oscillator and the TEA osciilator were set to be
                                     'same. The injected cw laser power was rneasured behind an

aperture A. The optical cavity of the TEA !aser was formed

by a fully reflecting Au coated mirror with 6 m radius of

curvature and a 790-. reflecting Ge flat mirror with cavity

length of 3.S m. The discharge tube was 60 cm in length,

and had NaCl windows mounted at Brewster's angle. Two NaCl

plates were placed in the cavity. One was for injecting

the CW C02 laser power into the TEA C02 laser cavity, and

the other was for shifting the longitudÅ}na! rnode by changing

the tilted angle. Both were slightly wedged to quench

etalon effect. The latter was tilted around Brewster's

angle not to cause optica! loss. Aperture B just in front

of the Au coated mirror was 9 rnm in diameter and was used as

a transverse mode selector. OscillatÅ}on waveforms of the

TEA C02 laser were measured by a photon drag detector and a

Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope. Optical Engineering Spectrum

Analyzer was modified to measure energy fraction of each
                                                'line of multiline oscillation. Wavelength' displaY screen

of it was replaced by the array of small calorirneters which

the
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were composed of A1203 coated Al block and thermo-coupZes,

and the position of each calorimeter was adjusted on the

focussing position of the different rotational transition

lines.

     Fig.3-2 (a) shows a typical rnultimode pulse produced by

a free running TEA C02 laser whÅ}ch oscillated at the P(20)

line in the 10.4 }im band. The spikes produced by beating

of different cavity rnodes are separated by the round-trip

time of about 23 ns. Fig.3-2 (b) shows a smoothed laser

pulse obtained by injecting a low power cw C02 laser beam of

the vaaster osciilator, which was tuned at the P(20) line in

the IO.4 pm band. With the injection laser power oÅí ,N-50

mW, the modulations have disappeared completely. The

alignment was not critical for this. experiment.

     To rneasure line forcÅ}ng charactexistics of the injection

laser system, the master oscUlator was tuned to various

lines in the 10.4 JJm and 9.4 }irn bands. InjGction laser

power was varied from A-.1 mW to iv500 mW to know the threshold

value for the initiation of injection line forcing. The

experimental results are shown in Fig.3-3 and Fig.3-4. The

fraction of the forced oscillation energy by the master

oscillator in the total oscillation energy is shown as a

functÅ}on of injected cw laser power. For exarnple, in

Fig.3-3, at the injection power of 20 rnW the energy fraction

of the forced oscillation by a master oscillator at the
p(22) line in the 9.4 pp band was 25e-e and Ehe rest was the

P(20) line in the 10.4 ]tm band. For ail lines, injection

line forcing effect showed qua!itatÅ}vely the same characteristics.

rnjection !ine forcing effects had the threshold power of
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the injection cw laser, and too rnuch injection power quenched

the line forcing effect. The threshold power of the injection

laser for line forcing could be explained qualitatively, for

exarnple considering the small signal gain coeEficient for

each line. For quantitative discussions of these thresholds,

rnore detailed experiments are required and will be discussed

later.

     Fig.3-5 (A)tv (D) show the waveforms of the injection

line forced oscillations for various injection power levels.

Fig.3-5 (a) shows the waveforrn of a free running osciilation

at the P(20) line in the IO.4 }im band, which was obtained

without injection of the cw laser. Many spikes caused by

beating between different longitudinal rnodes are observed.
By injecting cw laser power of f<- 5 mW) the height of the

spikes in the main pu!se decreased, while those in the

second pulse following the rnain pulse, did not decrease [see

Fig.3-5(B)]. Considering the variation of the energy

fraction of oscillation iines due to injection and the'

change of oscillation waveforms, spikes are considered to be

the free running oscillation of the P(20) line in the IO.4

}irn band and the low frequency components in the main pulse

are considered to be the line forced oscillation of the

P(16) line in the ZO.4 ym band. For the injection power
level of Åí 10 rnW, the spikes in the main pulse disappeared,

while those in the second pulse still remained [see Fig.3-

5(C)]. This experimental result shows that the injection
                                        'effect to the main pulse induced by a gain--Q-switching

oscillation is stronger than that to the second pulse Å}nduced

by the re-excitation of the (OOI) vibrational level by the
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resonanse transfer between the (OOI) level of C02 molecules

and the first vibrational level of N2 molecules. For the

injection power of tv30 mW, spikes in the second puise

disappeared and the'oscillation line of the TEA laser was

completely locked at the P(i6) line in the IO.4 pm band [see

Fig.3-5(D)].

     The threshold power of injection for line forcing
effects could 6e gualitatively explained by the small signal

gain of each line. For quantitative explanation, detuning

angles between the longitudinal modes of the cw laser and

that of the TEA laser were introduced. The detuning angle was

defined by the difference between the irequency of the

longitudinal rnode of the cw C02 laser and that of one of the

.longitudSnal rnodes of the TEA C02 laser which is the nearest to

the former. 'Where, the space of the longitudinal modes of the

TEA C02 laser was chosen to be 2fl . The thresholds were

measured as a function of the detuning angle. As the
                                        irneasurement of the absolute detuning angle was difficult.

rnjection characteristics were measured for a certain detuning

angie E6, eo+O.357t, q,+O.377t, and C6+O.70'T{t. The detuning

angle was set with an accuracy of Å}O.l 7C by changing the

tilted angle of the NaC! plate. The experimental results

are shown in Fig.3-6. The threshold injection powers for

initiation of the line forcing are shown in Fig.3--7 as a

function of the relative detuning angle. Herei eois

assumed to be O, because the threshold power has the minirnurn

value at this angle. For the detuning angle of ;l O.351C, the

threshold of the injection effects was ,v 100 rnW, while it

was tv20 mW for the detuning angle of O. :n these experiments,
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(A) <B)

(c) (D)

Fig.3-5 . Waveforms of injection line forced oscillation.

  (A),(B),(C),and (D) correspond to the
  injection power of O mW, s5 mW, slO mW,
  and rv '30 mW respectively. ( horizontal
  scale: 200 nsldiv )
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the detuning angle at which the injection !ine forcing

effect was quenched, was not found. But the detuning angle

at which the injection mode selection could be obtained, was

!imited within .vO.3'TO according to the experimental results
                                 5obtained by J.L. Lacharnber, et al. . Experimental results

obtained by the author were not inconsistent wSth those
obtained by cr.R. izatt, et al.4 and B. Genert, et al.5,

where no length stabilization ox frequency matching between

the cw laser and the high power TEA laser was required to

obtain reproducible experimental results.

     In conclusion, injection line forcing effect had the

threshold power of an injecting cw laser, which varied

accordÅ}ng to the small signal gain of lines and detuning of

the longitudinal--mode between the TEA C02 laser and the cw

C02 laser. The thresholds of the injection line forcing
     'effect were measured for the P(16) 1Å}ne of the 10.4 lim band

as a functÅ}on of the detuning angle, and it was qonfirmed

that the angular range where the threshold value decreased

was SO.357t. For the angular region of ;2r O.357V, the

thresholds maintained the constant value of IOO mW.
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Chapter 4 Study on short pulse multiline/double-band

           amplitications

4 l Introduction •
     As described in the chapter 1, the (OOI) upper vibrational

level and the (100),(020) lower vibrational levels consist

of many rotational sub-levels, and the relaxation time

between them is very short. Therefore, energy extraction

efficiency from the upper laser leveZ decreases for short

pulse saturatÅ}on-amplifications of the single line arnplification,

as the duration of energy extraction becomes shorter. To

increase the effÅ}ciency of the energy extraction for such

short pulse saturation amplifications, the multiiine arnplifÅ}cation

is effective. Multiline amplificatÅ}on characteristies in

the weakly saturated region have been reported, where the

extracted energy density of the rnultiline amplifieation did
                                                 lnot exceed that of the single line amplification. In this

chapter, the saturation characteristics and the improvement

in energy extraction in the fu!ly saturating regÅ}on are

described.

     Double-band amplifications are also the effeetive

technique to improve the energy extraction efficiency, where

the laser transitions occur through both the 9.4 pm band and

the 10.4 Am band. If the saturation characteristics for the

double-band amplification were compared with those for the

single-line/single-band amplification, difference between

them contains the effect of double-line amplification. To

extract the pure effect of the double-band arnplification,

the effective saturation energy of the double-band/two-
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line arnplification was compared

-band/two-line arnplification.

     Finally, the amplification

pulses having a duration of nv

realistic data for a high power

4.2 Short pulse amplification

 with that ,of the single

 characteristics of the modelock

1 ns were rneasured to pxovide

 short pulse C02 laser system.

     A pulse propagation theory for the amplification of

single-line nanosecond-duration C02 laser pulses has been
developed by schappert.2 This theory is based on the

solutions of a coupied set of rate eguations for the photon

flux and the rotational level populations. These solutions

can be approxirnated quite well with an effective two-level

system with a stored energy density -

                    Est= goEsL 4-1

where go and L are the small signal gain coefficient and the

active gas length of an amplifier, and Es is an effective

saturation energy density depending on the pulse iength and

the number of lines or bands in the pulses. The energy
extraction in such a model is determined3 by

     Eout = Esin{l + exp(goL) [exp(Ein/Es) - 1]} 4-2

Where Eout and Ein are the output and input energy densities

respectively. One can extract the stored energy per unit

area for saturating inputs, and it is described by

          Est = Eout -' Ein = goEsl ; Ein2' Es 4-3
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Thus, to characterize the performance and efficiency of an

amplifier, one needs to know only the guantities L, gs, and

the effective saturation energy Es.

     For the laser pulses having a duration of 'Z p, the

effective saturation energy density Es can be calculated to

              'be
     Es = l}lq\. g.L(l ' exp[- '2 p/2. k{J.)]) 4-4

hV : photon energy of the C02 laser transition

       of the Joth upper rotational level.

a' : cross section of stimuiated emission for the C02 laser

       transition of the upper rotational level.

go : small sÅ}gnal gain coefficient

L : active gas length
Zp :       laser pulse width

k(Jo): reciprocal of the partition fraction ot- the population

       for Joth rotational level calculated by the equation

       1-3.
Zr : rotational relaxation time.

     rn the fully saturating single band arnplifications2 only

1/2 of the population inversions between the ( OOI ) and the

( 100 ) levels or the ( OOI ) and the ( 020 ) levels can be

extracted as the laser ernission by pu!ses sufEiciently

shorter than the Fermi resonance time, while 2/3 of that

can be extracted in case oE the Eully saturating double-

band amplifications by sueh short pulses. Therefore]the

available energy extraction becornes 4/3 times larger by

going to double-band energy extraction. . Considering that
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the ratio R of the EsgoL for the doub!e-band (two-line)

amplification to that for the single-band (two-line) arnplification

must be 4/3 and l respectively for very short and for very
long pulses in cornparison with the Fermi resonance time 'tr f,4

R is assumed to be described by

                           1
                                     '              R= i--titexp<-- zp/ zf) 4-5

     '
for the laser pulse havingaduration of Tp.

4.3 Muitiline amplification of 3 ns pulses

     The experimental apparatus is iliustrated in Fig.4-1.

The output pulse of the gain--Q-switching rnultiiine oscillator

described in the chapter 2 was pulse-shaped by a double

Pockels cell to obtain three nanosecond pulses wieh a signal-
to-noise ratio greater than i64. !n order to'increase the

input energy density and observe the saturation characteristics

clearly, a three-path amplitication optical systern was

constructed using a 1 atrn electron-bearn-controiied ampiifire.

The active gas length was 800 mm per path. The rnixing

ratio was C02:N2:He = 1:1:3. Apertures were placed on each

power rnonitor to cut off the unsaturated region ef the laser

bearn and to deterrnine the energy density of the iaser bearn

accurately. The spectra of the amplified laser beam were

recorded on heat sensitive filrns using a grating and focussing

optics. They were the P(20), P(18), P(14), R(14), R(16),

R(18), and R(20) lines in the 10.4 }mi band and the P(18) and

P(20) lines in the 9.4 prn band.

     The experimental results are shown in Fig.4--2. The
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single-line pulse saturates at lower input energy density

than the multiline pulse. !t is observed that the multiline
                              'extracted energy clearly exceeds that of the singie-line

pulse at the P(20) line in the high input energy density

                             '

     Substituting various pairs of Es and go into the

equation 4•-2, the best fit curves to the experimental data

were found. These are the solid curves shown in Fig. 4--2.
                                           -2For multiline amplificationsiEs = 120 rnJ cin                                               and go = 2.4
                           -2                                                -1    -l                                                   for      , while Es = 43 mJ cm                              and go = 3.0 g cmg em
                         'single-line amplifications. Esgo increased by a factor of

2.2 for nine-line amplifications.

4.4 Double band amplification of 3 ns pulses

     The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.4-3. A

gaseous absorber method was used to obtain double band

oscillations. A mixture of SF6, C2FsCl, and C2HsOH was
                           'used as the absorber gas. These gases absorbed the P

branch in the IO.4 iim band, the R branch in the 10.4 lum

band, and the P and R branches in the 9.4 prn band respectively.

An etalon plate was used to select the oscillation lines as

described in the chapter 2. The output pulse of the gain-

Q-switching oscillator was pulse shaped by a double Pockels

cell to obtain 3 ns pulses in the FWHM with a signal to

noise ratio better than 104. These puises are arnplified by

pre-amplifiers to be -V 100 mJ. To increase the energy

density, a confocai mirror pair was used and the beam diameter
                         'was decreased. The amplifier used for the rneasurernent of

the saturation characterÅ}stics was a TEA C02 laser. The

                   '
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mixing ratio of the laser gas was C02 : N2 : He = l : l :

2.5. Input energy density and output energy density were

measured by PM-1 and PM-2 respectively. Apertures were

placed in front of these calorirneters to select uniform
                                       'energy density regions of the laser beams. The output

laser beam was splitted out and its spectra were recorded on

the heat sensitive films by a focussing optics and a grating.

     Be[ore measuring the double-band amplification characteristic

single band amplification characteristics were measured for

the IO.4 }im band and the 9.4 pm band respectively. These

are shown in the Fig.4-4. Black circles and open circies

denote the 10.4 ilm band and the 9.4 pm band respectively.

By usÅ}ng the equation 4-2, the effectÅ}ve saturation energies (

Es ) and the small signal gains ( go ) were determined.
For the IO.4 Jpm band amplification, Es and go were gO mJcm-2

            -1               respectively)and for the 9.4 Fm band amplification,and O.039 cm
                       -2                                     -lEs and go were 104 mJcm and O.03 cm respectively. The.

small signal gain coefficient go for the 9.4 pm band was

about 20 9o smaller than that for the IO.4 Ftm band,which qoincides
with the measurement by s. singer.5

     Saturation characteristics for the double-band two

line amplification and the single-band two-line arnplification

are shown in Fig.4-5. The former and the latter are denoted

by black cÅ}rcles and open circles respectively. The best

fit curves to the experimental data were obtained by changing

Es and go of the equation 4-2. For the double-band two-
line amplifications, Es and go were l21 mJ cm-2 and o.o3s

  -1                                               -2cm respectively, while Es and go were 92 mJcm                                                  and O.037
cm-1 respectively for the single-band two-line afuplification•
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EsgoL increased 24.5 8 by going effectively to the double-

band arnplification from the single--band amplification.

     :n this measurementtthe inerease in EsgoL did not reach

t.o 33 g as expected in the introduction oÅí this chapter.

This can be explained by the innegiigible duration of energy

extraction in comparison with the Fermi resonance time'Z;f.
By using Jacobs's experimental result,4 the resonace relaxation

tÅ}me between the ( 100 ) and the ( 020 ) levels ('Z f )

can be calculated to be 7.4 ns for the gas mixture of C02 :

N2 : He =l:l: 2.5. By substituting ' Up= 3 ns, Z'f=
7.4 ns into the equation 4-5, r = l.20 can be obtained

which corresponds to the increase of 20 g and rough!y agrees

with the experimental results.

4.5 Multiiine amplification of -v l ns pulses

     Zn this section2 the arnplification characteristics of

modelock pulses having a duration pf 1.2.v l.5 ns by a He-
free 6 electron-bearn controlled arnp2ifier were presented in

the fully saturating output ene=gy region, which will provide

realistic data for a short pulse high power laser system.

     The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.4-6. Short

pulses having a duration of l.2Nl.5 ns were produced by the

rnodelock TEA C02 laser oscillator deseribed in the chapter
2. These were ampiified ,upto•:10omJcm-l by pre-aTnplifiers and

by the first path of an electron-bearn controlled C02 laser

amplifier with the active gas length of 1 m. The total

pressure of the laser gas was 1.2 atm and the mixing ratio

Of C02 : N2 : He waS Set at 1: l/4 : O. Input and output

energies were monitored by two ealorimeters (CM). in the two
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line amplification experirnent using the P(20) line and the
                                                     ,P(l4) line in the 10.4 pm band, power spectrum analyzers

(SA) described in the chapter 2 were used to measure the

energy distribution of the P(20) and P(14) lines. Apertures
                                                             'were placed in front of each energy monitor to pull out the

central portion of the beam where the energy density was

uniform. Wave forms of the laser beams were rrtonitored by a

photon drag detector (PD) placed at the exit of the amplifier.

The electrical input energy into the amplifier was 340 mJ
cm-? and the small signal gain coefficient go was s.s ox.crn-l

which was measured in an another experirnent. Fig.4-7 shows

the change in the energy density fraction of the P(20) line

in the input and output energy densities. It can be seen

that the energy density fractions of the P(20) and the P(l4)

lines have the tendency to approach the same value of tv O.5

by saturation amplification.

     The experirnental results of the fully saturating

amplifications are shown in Fig.4-8. Black circles denote

the two-line arnplification of the P(20) and P{14) lines in

the IO.4 prn band. In these data points, the arnplification

where the output energy density fractÅ}on of the P(20) line

was larger than 70 2 or smaller than 30 g, was not included.

Open circles represent the single-line amplification of the

P(20) line in the IO.4 ,prn band. Thexe were not significant

differences between the saturatÅ}on characteristics of the

single-lÅ}ne arnplifications and those of the rnultiline

amplifications, even in the high input energy density region.
using the equation 4-2 and go= s.5 8 cm-1, Es could be

                         -2determined to be 175 mJcm                            for the amplification of the
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P(20) line. Assuming the gas temperature of 400 K, the

effective srnall signal gain coefficient for the two-line

amplification, which can be obtained by averaging those for

the P(20) and P(14) lines, can be calculated to be 5.2 g.
                                                     -2Using this valuet Es could be deterrnined to be 188 mJcm

for the two-line amplifÅ}cation oE the P(20) and P(14)

lines. From the absorption data, the cross section for

stimulated enission in pure C02 at 1 atm can be calculated
to be u(o = i.osxio-18 crn2 for the p(2o) line in the lo.4

        7                                  7,8                                      for Åíoreign gas-im band. This must be corrected

broadening by

       V' = Qvf./P[IXF(C02)+O.73XF(N2)+O.6xF(He)] 4-6

where F(C02), F(N2),and F(He), are the mole fractions of

C02, N2 and He respectiveZy, and P is the total pressure.

For the gas mixture used in this experirnent, (7' can be
                         -19 2                            crn . -Z r in pure C02 at 1 atmcalculated to be 9.25Å~10
(Z' ro) can be calcuiated to be O.12 ns frorn the measurement
at a few torrs.9 'Ur at p atrn can be correctedlO by

                                             '

     'Z . ' Zr../P(1 XF(C02)+O•9Å~F(N2)+O.63 Å~F(He)) 4-7

and calculated to be O.098 ns for the gas mixture used

in this experiment. Assuming the gas temperature of 400 K,

    )is 14.7 and 13.1 for the P(20) line and the P(14) linek (J
   o
respectively. Substituting these values into the equation
                                       -2                                                     -24-4, Es can be calculated to be 96.4 mJcm                                         and 128 mJcm

for the single line amplification of the P(20) line and the
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two-line amplification of the P(.20) and P(I4) lines respectively.

k(Jo) was corrected by k(Jo)=1/14.7 + 1/13.l for the two-

line ampiification. Not only the absolute values but also

the difference between these two E did not coincide with
                                 s
the experirnental results. If 2.5 ' Z r is used in place of

Zr in the equation 4-4, Es can be calculated to be 138
rnJ/crn2 and 14s mJ/crn2 for the single-line and two-line

amplifications. rn this case, the increase ratio of Es

coincides with that of experimental results, but the absolute

values of E are still smaller than E obtaÅ}ned in the           ssexperirnent. The reason why such iarge Es could be obtained

is being investigated.

4.6 Summary

     Increase in the energy extraction was demonstrated by

using nine-line arnplification of 3 ns pulses. Tncrease in

the efifective saturation energy by goÅ}ng to double-band

amplification was shown comparing double-band two-line
                          '
amplification with single-band two-line amplification.

This increase was suppressed by the Fermi resonance between

the lower (100) and (020) levels, and the amount of suppression

was explained quantitatively. Saturation characteristics

of l ns rnultiline pulses through a He-free electron bearn

controlled C02 laser arnplifier were rneasured to obtain

realistic data for cQnstructing a high power C02 laser

systern. Large effective saturation energy was obtained

even for single-line amplification of,the P(20) line. This

exceeded the theoretical value calculated by using the cross

section of stimulated ernission.
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Chapter 5. Study on piasma shutters.

5.1 rntroduction.

     In target irradiation experiment using extremely high

power short puise lasers, a part of the laser bearn incident

on a target is reflected by the plasma on the target surface.

This retropulse is amplified passing through the amplifier

chain back, and the energy becornes largG enough to cause

optical damages on the optical cornponents. To prevent

these optical damages, a uni-directional coupler such as a
Faraday rotator l may be introduced into the amplifier

chain. For C02 lasers, whose waveZength Å}s 10.6 }im, there

is no suitable Faraday element having a Verdet constant

sufficiently high to construct a large aperture optical

shutter. The construction of the plasma shutter, which can

take place of the Faraday rotator, is very important not

only for the target irradiation experiments but also for the

construction of the inertial confinernent fusion reactor

systern where the C02 Zaser rnay be used as a driver. From

these points of view, three types of plasrna shutters, such as

a plastic thÅ}n filrn plasma shutter, an air discharge plasrna

shutter, and a laser--induced plasma shutter were developed

                                                 'and their characteristics were studied.

5.2 Plastic thin film lasma shutter

[(c   IO
pulse

beam

The sirnplest method to prevent a retropulse is a plastic
                                 2Hs04)n] thin fi.lm plasma shutter. The outgoing laser

 produces plasrna on the plastic thin filrn placed on the .

waist of the laser beam. Fig.5-1 shows the transmission
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of the plastic thin tilm plasma shutter as a function of the

energy density on the thin plastic filrn (3 ,1nm). Pulse

duration was 3 ns. Germanium lens with the focal length of

140 mm was used to focus the laser bearn on the film.

Focussing diarneter was tv O.6 mm. For high input energy
density of 2> lo5 rnJ/cm2, sman transmission less than lo rg

                                                    '                                                  3was obtained. For Zow input energy density of iv lO
     2mJ/cm , transmission larger than 90 g was rneasured. Fig.5-

2 (a),(b) show the waveforms of a 3 ns (FWHM) input laser

pulse and the transnttted laser pulse respectively, when the
input power density on the plastic thin film was tv 3Å~ lolOw/crn2.

Fig.5-3 (a),{b) show the waveforms of a 70 ns (FWHM) input

laser pulse and the transmitted laser pulse respectively,
when the input power density was ,N. I.sxio8 w/cm2. The

laser pulse was cut off at the tail after the peak of the

input laser beam. These experimental resuits show that the

attenuation of the laser beam through the thin film shutter

is a function of the incident power and its waveform.

Laser bearns of short pulse width can pass through it without

pulse deformation when the power Zevel is below threshold

value. High power laser beam such as amplified retro-pulse

can be cut off to very iow level of transrnission.

5.3 Air discharge plasma shutter

     As shown in the previous section, the plastic thin film

plasma shutter does not have high attenuation ratio for a

weak laser pulse. An active plasma shutter which is rnaking

use of air discharge plasma, was developed and its characteristics
were studied. N.H. Burnett, et al 3 suggested that an
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electrical!y induced plasraa column in air could provide

significant attenuation for a C02 laser beam. In their

experirnents, high attenuation was obtained when a high power

C02 laser was focussed onto the plasma colum by a cylindrical
mirror. p. weiss4 demonstrated that the spark initiated

plasma acted as a seed plasma for a gas break down by the

laser beam, and there was a trend of increasing attenuation

with increasing incident laser power. Beside these applications
of the air discharge plasma colurRn, S. Ishii and B. Ahlborn5

showed that it could be used as an opticaXly active element

for a Q-switching.

     The experimental setup is shown in Fig.5--4. A laser
      'beam of 3 ns (FWHM) in duration' and 20 rnJ in energy was

focused onto the plasrna column between the electrodes of the

air discharge plasma shutter. The beam diameter was 20 rnrn.

The focal spot size was estimated to be .vO.6 mm in diameter

by a heat sensitive filrn placed at a focal point. The

electrodes of the air dÅ}scharge plasma shutter had conical

shapes and the distance between thern was 2 mm. To maintain

a eonstant current discharge with fast rise, coaxial cables

were used-as a transmission line type capacitor and charged

to 12 kV. A thyratron was used to short one end of the

cable. Total length of the cable was 200 m. The discharge

current and the duration were 240 A and 2 ps respectively as

shown in Fig.5--5. The relative tirning between the start of

the discharge and the arrival of the laser beam at the

plasma column was changed arbitrarÅ}ly by an electronic delay

circuit with an accuracy of 50 ns. The incident energy,

the transmStted energy, and the reflected energy by the
                            '
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plasrna column were monitored by calory meters i,2, and 3 in
                                               'Fig.5-4 respectively.

     The transmission characteristics of the probe laser

bearn through the plasma column is 'shown in Fig.5--6 as a
               'function of the interva: between the start of the discharge

and the arrival of the laser bearn at the plasma column.

The distance between the axis of the plasma co!umn and that

of the probe laser bearn (D) was changed to see the effective

rqgion for attenuation. For D = O mm, the transmission

decreased sharply just after the start of the discharge and
                                      'becarne its minimurn value of 2 g at O.15 }is. Then the

transmission increased gradually, though the constant

current discharge was maintained for 2 ,ps. For D = O.6 mm,

the tr.ansmission started to decrease just after the start of

the discharge and reached graduaUy its minimum value of 3

g. Assuming that the decrease of transmission is due to

the arrival of the front of the plasrna columm traversing

through the focal spot size of O.6 mm, the expansion velocity
is calculated to be 8.6Å~lo2m/s from'the slope of the curve.

For D = O.9 mm, an increase of O.3 rmm in D introduces an

initial transparent period of O.35 ,}is as shown in Fig.5-6.

Frorn this period, the expansion velocity of the plasma
                                            'column is also estimated to be s.6Å~ lo2m/s, which agrees

with the value obtained from the slope of the transmission'

decrease. Attenuation characteristics of the air discharge

plasma shutter is shown in Fig.5-7 as a function of the
                     'input laser energy. For small input laser energy (Åíl mJ)

the transmission was approxirnately more than 5 times larger

than that for higher input laser energy (Jl15 rnJ). This
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rnearis that the attenuation of the air discharge plasma

shutter is caused not oniy by the air discharge plasma

column, but also by the laser induced plasma seeded by

electrical discharge.

     To see the influence of the ambÅ}ent disturbance, such

as shock waves which might precede the expansion of the

plasma column, a similar experiment was done using a cw He-

Ne laser as a probe laser light instead of a C02 !aser.

:n this experiment, any attenuation of transmission was not

observed. Considering that the refractive index of neutral

gas is larger for the shorter wave length light, the observed

eÅífect on C02 laser beam is not caused by the refraction of

the arnbÅ}ent air.

     Radiation from the plasrna columm was measured by a

photo-multiplier and a Tektronix 7904 oscUloscope. The

radiation frorn the center of the plasma column is shown in

Fig.5--8(a),(b). Very fast rise of less than 20 ns was

observed.

     To see the profile and the dynamic behavior of the

plasma colurnn, calory meter 2 in Fig.5-4 was replaced by a

pyro-vidicon camera, and shadow-grarns were taken by using

the 3 ns C02 laser pulse as an illuminating light as shown

in FÅ}g.5-9(H). In this case, the pZasma colurnn was produced

30 mm away from the focal point (The beam diameter was 6mm

on the surface of the pyro-vidicon camera.). So the magnification

ratio was 6. For this measurement, the amplifier was not

used, therefore the laser beam energy was less than O.l mJ.

The experimental results are shown in Fig.5--9. Fig.5-9 (A)

shows the bearn profile of the C02 probe laser. Fig.5-9(B)
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 from the center
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shows a shadow of the plasma column at O.05 }is after the

start of the discharge. The diameter of the plasma

columm was O.4 mm. Fig.5-9(C) shows a shadow at O.25fis.

The transrnitted region appeared around the central part of

the beam which was due to the reduction of the plasma densÅ}ty.

Fig.5-9(D),(E),(F), and (G) show shadows at O•35 ,ps O•45 ]is,

O•75 ,1is and l•2 7is respectively. The transrnitted probe laser

beams were spread horizonta!ly. The transmitted bearn

profile changed drastically during the period of the constant

current discharge for 2 las, when low transmission levels

were maintained. No reflection of !aser beam by the plasma

column was observed even with the maximum sensitivity

of the calory meter 3 which was smaller than O.l mJ, 1/200

of the incident laser energy. This is very important

characteristics of the air discharge plasma shutter of this

type, beeause the inter--cavity lasing can not be induced by
                                             'these plasma columns when they are placed in a high power

                                   'C02 laser arnplifier chain.

     In conclusion, an air discharge p!asrna shutter at the

focal point of a C02 laser beam highly attenuated the transmission

of it with a rise-tirne of less than 50 ns which was fast

enough to cut off the retro-pulse in a high power laser
 '

system with long optical path. The low level transmission
                                      '          'of 2tv3 9. continued for more than 2 ps. During this time

the back reflection frorn the plasma column into the focusing

corn was extrernely low. These characteristics of the

plasma column obtained by discharge in atmospheric aÅ}r are

suitable for the application to a uni-directional gUiding

component in a high power C02 laser system.
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5.4 Laser-induced plasma shutter

     The plastic thin film plasrna shutter and the air

discharge plasma shutter can not be used in the high power

stage, such as the exit of the final amplifier of a hÅ}gh

power laser amplifier chain, because the air break down is

induced by the outgoing laser beam. To be free frorn this

breakdownt a laser induced-plasma shutter which could operate

in vacuum was developed and its characterÅ}stics were investigated.
one of this type was reposcted by Benjarnin et a!.6, where a

circular aperture of aldminurn was set at the beam waist and

the peripherY of the bearn hÅ}t the edge of the aperture and

produced plasrna. The stopping power of this plasma was

tested by using an Ar Å}on laser as a probe. Here, we report

the characteristics of a vacuum plasrna shutter using the

blow-off plasma produced by a laser beam on a plane target

in a vacuurn cell.

     The experÅ}mental arrangement is shown in FÅ}g.5-IO. A

flat carbon block was used as a target for a plasma source.

A plasma-production laser beam whSch was split from the main

beam by a beam splitter l was focussed onto the target

perpendicular to the axis of the main laser beam. It

was optically delayed with respect to the plasrna-production

laser beam. This plasma refracts the rnain laser beam or

reflects it, if the density is larger than the critical
density for io.4 pm light (loi9/cm3). changing the

position of the mirror 1, the optical delay (interval from

the arrival of the plasma-production laser beam to that of

the main laser beam at the focal point) could be set frorn O

to 8.4 ns, which corresponds to the 2.5 m optical path
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length difference. The focal point of a Ge lens 1 ( f==100
                    '
mm ) was placed on the carbon block. The focal point of a

Ge lens 2 ( f=l40 mm ) was placed on the axis of the plasma-

production laser beam. The focal spot size of the Ge lens

2 was tv O.6 mm, which was rneasured by a heat sensitive filrn

placed at the focal point. The energies of the laser beams

were monitored by the calory meters 1, 2, and 3. The

temporal pulse shape of the transmitted main iaser beam was

measured by a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope and a photon drag

detector placed on the axis of the main laser beam. The

energy of the laser beam was O.5,vi.5 J and the pulse width

was 3 ns in the FWHM.

     Fig.5-ll shows the transmission of the rnain iaser beam

through the laser induced plasma shutter as a function of

the optical delay time, when the distance between the carbon

block and the axÅ}s of the main laser beam was.vO.8 mm, the

plasma production laser energy was 100 mJ and the rnain laser

energy was 250 mJ. The transmission decreased, as the

optical d.elay increased. rt is seen in Fig.5-11 that the

mÅ}nimum transmission was not reached within 8.4 ns. The

transmission was then rneasured as a function of the distance

between the carbon biock and the axis of the main laser beam

( D ) for a fixed optical delay of 8.4 ns (see Fig.5-12).

The energy of the main laser beam, the energy of the p!asma

production laser beam, and the pulse duration were 1.0Avl.2

J, O.4AtO.5 J, and 3 ns (FWHM) respectively. A portion of

the main laser beam was intercepted by the carbon biock for

D ÅíO.3 mm, therefore the points plotted in Fig.5-12 represent

the relative transmission with the plasma-production laser
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on and off. The minimum transmission with these conditions
                      'was l/20 for D = O.2 mm. The blow-off veZocity of the edge

of the laser induced plasma can thus be roughiy estirnated to
                         'be 2xio6 cm/s.

     To see the mechanism of the attenuation by the laser-

induced plasma, the pulse shapes of the transmitted main

laser beam and the input rnain laser beam were compared <see

FÅ}g.5-l3). The pulse shape of the transrnitted raain laser

beam was not changed, though the peak value becarne l/20 of

the input main laser beam. These were measured by the

photon drag detector placed on the exit of the vacuum cell,

and the diameter of it was approximately l/10 of that of the

main laser beam at that point, so the pulse shape showed the

local transmission of the focal point. Zf the critical

surface of the blow-off plasrna for the 10.4 prn light had cut

the rnain laser beam down at a certain time, the pluse shape

of the transrnitted rnain laser beam would have been disturbed.

It can thus be said that the density of the blow-off plasma
                                                       '                                                        'where Å}t intercepted the rnain laser beam did not exceed .

critical density.
     '     The attenuation characteristics through long time range

were measured by using a cw C02 iaser and a Cu-Ge detector.

The experirnental apparatus is shown in Fig.5-l4. The cw

C02 laser was used as a probe bearn and was focussed in a

vacuurn ceZl. The focal spot size Of rvl mm was measured by
                                          'a heat sensitive film placed on the focal spot. A high

power C02 laser pulse was focussed by a Ge Zens (F=125 mm)

on a carbon block placed beside the focal spot of the cw CO                                                           2
laser beam which was focussed by a concave mirror (F=600 mm).
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     The experimental resuZts are shown in Fig.5-l5 (.a),-N-

(f). The distance between the carbon block and the axis of

the probe laser beam (D) was chosen as a parameter. Fig.5-
               ,15 (b) $hows a typical double-peak waveform. The first

peak with a fast rise and the second peak with a slow rise

are considered to correspond to the attenuation by a blow-

off carbon plasrna and a vaporized carbon respectively. As

can be seen in this figure, the attenuation caused by a
         'blow-off plasrna does not continue long. The time required

for reaching the minimum transrnission is shown in Fig.5-16

as a function of the dÅ}stance between the carbon biock and

the axis of the probe laser beam. The reciprocal of the
slope of this curveitv3.9X106 cm/s]shows the blow-oiE

velocity of the plasma. The risetime of the attenuation

is,shown in Fig.5-l7. It increases roughly proportionaily

to D which is roughly proportinal to the blow-off time of

the plasma. The increase of the risetime of the attenuation

is considered to be caused by the decrease of the density
                                    -gradient of the front of the blow-off plasma expanding into

vacuurn .

     Zn conclusion, the blow-off plasma produced by a iaser
                      'beaftt whose density was less than the critical density for

10.4 pm laser light could attenuate high power short pulse

C02 laser beams ( tv l J, 3.ns pulse width in the FWHM ) in

vacuurn. The maximum attenuation ratio of 1/20 was obtained

by using relatively low energy short laser pulse (!v500 mJ,

3 ns in the FWHM ). The attenuation region of the laser

plasma shutter reaches up to 5.5 mm from the p!asrna source (

carbon block ). The tirne reguired for reaching the minimum
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transirnission and the risetime of the attenuation were roughly
propdrtional to the distance between the carbon block and

the axis of the probe laser bearn. •

5.5 Summary
               '
    .Three types of plasma shutters have been developed and

the characteristics have also been investigated. These are

a plastic thin film shutter, an air discharge plasma shutter,

and a laser-induced plasma shutter. Their typical characteristics

are sumarized in Table 5-l. By using these piasma shutter

suitably in a high power C02 laser ampiifier chain, the

retro-pulses frorn a target can be cut off fu!ly enough not

to cause optical darnages on the laser devices. For further

studies, attenuation characteristics of the laser induced

plasma shutter in the higher input power region should be

investigated, which eould not be exarnined in this study.
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'

Attenuatidn
fo,rhigh
power(>W> -M1/20 rv1/5O /vl/20

.ratlo

forlow
powerC,g'O.ZJ) tv1 iv1/5O 't-v112O

Suitable operationstage Exitofthe Exitofthe Exitofthe
intheampMfier chain oscillator pre-amplÅ}fier main-arnplifier

(<O.OiJ) (l.J•vO.OIJ) (>IJ)

Operation condition Bothinvacuum inaironly .Invaauum
andiriair

'

Severalhuridreds

Lifetimeof thedevice 1shot infinite shots
{Limitedbythe
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Seriesoperation for Noteffective
increasing theattenuation (Beeauseofthe effective effective

.ratlo powerdependence)

Table 5-1 . Typical characteristics of three types of plasma shutter
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Chapter 6 Summary

     Conclusions of each chapter are summarized as follows

(Chapter 2)

     !n this chapter characteristics of multUine oscillation

using.inter--cavity etalon were described for gain-Q-switching

oscillations and acousto-optic rnodelock osciliations.

Multiline oscillation characteristics for modelock oscillations

were explained perfectly by using the total cavity gain

including both the loss of the inter-cavity etalon and the

gain of the active medium,.as well as for gain-Q-switching

oscillations. It was shown that stable modelock multiline

oscillatÅ}ons could be obtaÅ}ned for long tirne. It was shown

that subnanosecond pulses could be obtained for an acousto-

optic modelockÅ}ng of a TEA C02 laser•

(Chapter 3)

     It was shown that injection line foreing effect had the

threshold power of an injecting cw laser, which varied

according to the smali signal gain of lines and detuning of

the longitudinal-mode between the TEA C02 laser and the cw

C02 laser. The thresholds of the injection line forcing

effect were measured Eor the P(l6) line of the 10.4 ,pm band

as a function of the detuning angle, and it was confirmed

that the angular range where the threshold value decreased

was fS> O.35fC. For the angular region of ]l. O.357tl, the

thresholds maintained the constant value of 100 mW.
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(Chapter 4)
                                      tt           '    - :ncrease in the energy extraction was demon$trated by
                                               'using nine-line amplification of 3 ns pulses. Increase in

the effective saturation energy by going to double-band

amplification was shown cornparing double-band two-line
  'arnplification with single-band two-line arnplification.
                                                           'This increase was suppressed by the Fermi resonance between

the lower (100) and (020> levels, and the arnount oE suppression

was explained quantitatively. Saturation characteristics

of 1 ns multiline pulses through a He-free electron bearn

controlled C02 laser arnplifier were measured to obtain

realistic data for constructing a high power C02 laser

systern. Large effective saturation energy was obtained

even for single-line arnplification of the P(20) line. This

exceeded the theoretical vaiue calculated by using the cross

section of stimulated emission.

(Chapter 5)

     Three types of plasma shutters have been developed and

the characteristics have also been investigated. These are

a plastic thin film shutter, an air discharge plasrna shutter,
                                                    'and a laser-induced plasma shutter. Their typical characteristics

are summarized in Table 5-1. By using these plasrna shutter

suitably in a high power C02 laser amplifier chain, the

retro-pulses frorn a target can be cut off fully enough not

to cause optical damages on the laser devices. For further

studies, attenuation characteristics of the laser induced
                              'plasma shutter in the higher input power region should be

investigated, which could not be examined in this study.
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     Tn conclusion, some of the difficulties in constructing
              'a hÅ}gh power C02 :aser amplification system were solved
                                                          'through this study. The prospect of its construction was

demonstrated.
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